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DAILY CURRENT AFFAIRS UPDATES - 21 February 2023 

DAILY UPDATE 1 :IMPORTANT DAY 

 

International Mother Language Day :21 February:- 

On February 21, International Mother Language Day is observed to raise awareness of linguistic and cultural diversity 
and to promote multilingualism. India has hundreds of languages and thousands of dialects, making its linguistic and 
cultural diversity unparalleled in the world. It is celebrated as a result of Bangladesh's initiative. On February 21, 1952, 
four students were killed while campaigning for the official use of Bengali as their mother tongue in Bangladesh. This 
year’s theme is “Multilingual education – a necessity to transform education". 

DAILY UPDATE 2 :STATE 

 

UNESCO To Declare Visva-Bharati As The World’s First Living Heritage University:- 

If all goes well, Rabindranath Tagore's Visva-Bharati University in Kolkata, founded in 1921, will receive the UNESCO 

'heritage' designation and become the world's first living heritage university.Referring to this, Visva-Bharati University 

Vice-Chancellor Bidyut Chakraborty stated that the university is going to be declared a heritage university. He added 
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that it will be the world's first heritage for the first time in the world, a living university, which is still functioning, is going 

to get the heritage tag from UNESCO. 

DAILY UPDATE 3:SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

 

Skye Air Launched India’s First Traffic Management System For Drones:- 

Nitin Gadkari, Union Minister for Road Transport and Highways, unveiled Skye UTM, the world's most advanced 
unmanned traffic management system, capable of handling 4,000 flights per hour and 96,000 flights per day.  Skye UTM 
is a Cloud-based aerial traffic management system that integrates unmanned air traffic with the manned aviation 
airspace. Skye UTM has been built towards providing situational awareness, autonomous navigation, risk assessment, 
and traffic management to all drone/other aerial mobility operators across the airspace. 

DAILY UPDATE 4 : APPOINTMENT 

 

Drugmaker Pfizer Ltd Appoints Meenakshi Nevatia To Lead India Business:- 

Pfizer Ltd, the Indian unit of the US drugmaker, has announced that its Board of Directors has appointed Meenakshi 
Nevatia as an additional Director and managing director for a five-year term beginning April 3, 2023. She succeeds 
S.Sridhar, who announced his early retirement in August 2022.Nevatia, a seasoned executive with nearly 30 years of 
business leadership and consulting experience, was with companies such as Mckinsey and Co, Novartis Pharmaceuticals 
and more recently with Stryker Corporation. 
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DAILY UPDATE 5 :SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

 

NASA to launch ‘Mars mission’ on Blue Origin’s New Glenn:- 

NASA has awarded the contract for the Escape and Plasma Acceleration and Dynamics Explorers (ESCAPADE) to Blue 
Origin's New Glenn rocket, a heavy-lift orbital launch vehicle. This would be Blue Origin's first major government 
contract for an untested rocket.The expected launch date for the mission is 2024. According to a statement from the 
company, ESCAPADE is part of NASA's Small Innovative Missions for Planetary Exploration (SIMPLEx) program, which 
includes a dual spacecraft mission aimed at exploring Mars' magnetosphere. 

DAILY UPDATE 6 :ECONOMY 

 

Samsung Research Unit And IISc Partnered To Boost India Semiconductor R&D:- 

The Indian Institute of Science (IISc) and Samsung Semiconductor India Research (SSIR) have announced a collaboration 
to promote research and development in on-chip electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection.The partnership aims to build 
an ESD device solution to protect ultra-high-speed serial interfaces in advanced integrated circuits (ICs) and system-on-
chip (SoC) products. According to an IISc release, the related research will be carried out at the Department of Electronic 
Systems Engineering (DESE), IISc. 

DAILY UPDATE 7 : ECONOMY 
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Alibaba Exits India’s Paytm, Selling Shares For $167 Million:- 

Alibaba, the Chinese e-commerce giant, has sold its remaining stake in Paytm, India's leading digital payment app, as it 
gradually exits its Indian investments amid tensions between Beijing and New Delhi. According to data from India's 
National Stock Exchange (NSE),  Alibaba.com Singapore E-commerce Private Ltd sold 21.43 million shares of One 97 
Communications, the parent company of Paytm, for 642.74 rupees each . According to CNN, the transaction is worth 
approximately 13.77 billion rupees ($167 million).  

DAILY UPDATE 8 : BANKING 

 

Bajaj Finance Launched Insurance Mall For Easy-Buy Experience:- 

Bajaj Finance introduces Insurance Mall for its customers in order to provide an easy-buy experience. The new portal 
provides a plethora of policies and plans in the core insurance segment, as well as the company's one-of-a-kind Pocket 
Insurance and Subscription category. Bajaj Finance has collaborated with India's leading insurers to bring you products 
that are best suited to the changing needs of the times. Insurance Mall provides over 250 policies and plans to meet the 
needs of every customer. These products are regularly updated to ensure that they remain relevant. 

DAILY UPDATE 9 :RANK AND REPORT 
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India Jumps To 55th Place In ICAO’s Aviation Safety Oversight Ranking: DGCA:- 

According to the DGCA, India's aviation safety oversight ranking has risen from 112th to 55th, with a significant 
improvement in the country's score under the ICAO's coordinated validation mission.Under its Universal Safety 
Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP) Continuous Monitoring Approach, an ICAO Coordinated Validation Mission (ICVM) 
was undertaken in India from November 9 to 16, 2022.The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) undertakes 
audit of all the contracting states under this programme. 

DAILY UPDATE 10 :STATE 

 

Prime Minister Modi Inaugurated Arabic Academy In Mumbai:- 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has inaugurated the Arabic Academy of the Dawoodi Bohra community at Aljamea-tus-
Saifiyah (The Saifee Academy) in Mumbai.“I’m not here as Prime Minister, but as part of the family. Visiting you is like 
visiting my family. Please don’t refer to me as PM or CM. I’m your family member,” he said while addressing the 
community members.Mr. Modi praised the community's contributions to social welfare initiatives, saying that from 
fighting malnutrition to the cause of water in Gujarat, their contributions are unforgettable. 
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